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Sear, we shall have to analyze the situ- 
ation a little further and go into the 
Question of starting tractive effort. We 
JU know that the worst starting position 

a locomotive is when she is standing 
^ith one side just past the cut-off point. 
:n this case the whole starting effort has 
“0 come from the other cylinder where 
we crank has not yet reached the point 

maximum leverage. Fig. 3 shows 
'•he position of the crank pin of this loco
motive at the point of cut-off, the full 
one indicating position with normal set- 
jlng and the dotted line with the variable 
|ead setting. It is evident that, when 
;?e locomotive is standing in this posi- 
non, we shall get the minimum starting 
e*fort, as all the turning moment has to 
corne from the other crank, which will be 
either at B b or C c, according to wheth- 

A a represents the right hand crank 
r the left. The effective length of the 

„rank, which is doing the work, is 10 in. 
*°r nominal setting and 10% in. for the 
ariable lead setting, or a difference in 
avor of the variable lead of 614 %, so 

Aat we may say that the minimum start- 
effort of this locomotive is increased 

4% by this setting. I do not wish to 
?nvey the impression that this locomo- 
Ve can be improved 614% by this 

^eans, as the maximum tractive effort 
a, n°t affected in any way, and the only 
tivn*ages are that the maximum trac- 
Slje effort is available through a very 
inghtly wider range of positions, and 
t- the very worst starting position the 
Son 1Ve e^ort is increased by 614%. As 
Wh as the locomotive has turned a 
g: eei the advantage almost entirely 
Ig^PPears, the slight delay in the re- 
s and closure points may result in a 
g(8ht improvement during the early 
Pp acceleration, but on notching
t'cal two settings are practically iden-
0^ig. 4 shows a diagram plotted for one 
ftinf-Ur mikado locomotives. This loco- 
ih. v ? has a 27 x 30 in. cylinder, 14 
starif 6% in. valve travel, % in. con- 
ha t lead, 1 in. steam lap and no ex- 
fro 1 clearance. The chief difference 
are y the passenger locomotive settings 
elitni -Ced iead, reduced steam lap, and 

^ nation of the exhaust clearance.
the ]6 have already seen that reducing 
startfaa wdi give us a later cut-off in 
think r, P°siti°n, and have decided, I 
start:’ that this is an advantage when 
lap Jg the load. Reducing the steam 
of as the effect of lessening the period 
hap^PPPsion, but by reducing the ex- 
is ],.n,garance the period of expansion 
tPttinfth,ened and thus the ill effect of 
•Zed. Tr,0Wn the steam lap is neutral- 
tiop 0fthe reduction or total elimina- 
the pel- the exhaust clearance lengthens 
teleasp 10a °t expansion by delaying the 
tUre and this in itself is a good fea- 
)'anc’in.ut it has also the effect of ad- 
Mop w the closure point and the ques- 

i arises as to why it should
h6.at'anc*ssible to eliminate exhaust 
Point one -an.d thus advance the closure 
Psseri,>- treight locomotives and not on 
f that in l°c°motives. The first reason 
ifCoiHotiv position the passenger
l'hoir J®.18 generally notched up to a 
i>-not Jller cut off than the freight 
tÜstead pfTabout 25% of the stroke 
J Spee j ,)(1%—and the second the pis- 

the passenger locomotive 
Jlit i P'uch higher than that of the «XnJotPotive

fJ-FaJ .Jjker locomotive, under con-
hô a diin,’,t!!as ,a Pist°n speed of 1,136 

hi", 0r ute when making 50 miles an 
over 40% higher than that of

the freight locomotive at 30 miles an 
hour, and the higher the speed the higher 
the compression will be, provided that 
all other conditions are equal. It is a 
mistake to think that compression al
ways starts from the closure point; it 
does at very slow speeds, but as the speed 
increases the compression begins earlier, 
owing to the fact that the piston has to 
sweep a considerable volume of steam 
through a port opening which is narrow
ing down for the closure, in an increas
ingly short space of time. By giving 
this locomotive exhaust clearance, we 
not only delay the closure point, but also 
give a greater exhaust port opening, thus 
allowing the exhaust freer access to the 
atmosphere, and the result is a freer 
running locomotive.

You may say that when the locomotive 
is working at a short cut off less steam 
is admitted to the cylinder, and, there
fore, the piston has less to sweep out 
on the return stroke, but if we consider 
for a moment we shall realize that the 
exhaust begins with the release, and by 
the time the return stroke has begun 
there is very little difference in the 
amount of steam left in the cylinder, 
whether running on long or short cut 
off.

When dealing with the question of 
compression we have to look into the 
matter from several different view 
points. From the point of view of econ
omy of steam consumption per unit of 
power developed, the higher the compres
sion the greater the economy, provided 
we do not run the compression higher 
than boiler pressure. This is on account 
of the clearance volume, and we can 
readily understand that, the higher the 
compression the less steam has to be 
supplied from the boiler to build up the 
initial pressure, and if the compres
sion reaches boiler pressure there is no 
steam drawn from the boiler until the 
piston actually starts its working stroke.

The next thing to consider is the power 
required, as it is no use trying to run 
on a very fine thread of steam if we 
cannot get the tractive effort necessary 
to keep the load moving. From this as
pect of the question, compression is neg
ative effort, and a high compression 
curve seriously cuts down the area of an 
indicator diagram and the mean effective 
pressure, thereby reducing the power de
livered.

The third and most important consid
eration is machine friction, and this gen
erally limits the compression in prac
tice. When the compression is too high, 
it can generally be detected in the cab, 
as the locomotive will jig, and ride bad
ly at high speeds, and the effect on the 
rods and other running gear will be dis
astrous if this condition is allowed to 
continue. If we compare fig. 1 and 4 
we find that the closure takes place at 
76% of the stroke for the passenger lo
comotive in running position; with the 
freight locomotive running at the same 
cut off the closure takes place at 73%, 
but if we eliminate the exhaust clearance 
on the passenger locomotive we shall 
advance the closure point from 76% to 
68% of the stroke. This goes to show 
how much the closure point is affected 
by the amount of exhaust clearance. For 
my own part I do not think the actual 
closure point is of very much import
ance, but that the exhaust port opening 
has a great deal more influence on the 
compression than' the actual position of 
the closure point. I contend that if we 
pay proper attention to the exhaust port 
opening, the closure point will take care

of itself.
There is no purely mathematical 

means of determining the most desir
able exhaust port opening, and this, like 
so many other problems in locomotive 
work, has had to be determined by prac
tical experiments. It is here that we 
find the chief difference between pas
senger and freight locomotive setting, 
and, still referring to figs. 1 and 4, we 
see that the maximum exhaust port 
opening in running position for the pas
senger locomotive is just over 1% in., 
whereas that of the freight locomotive 
is just over 1 9/16 in., when running 
at 50% cut off, while if we notch up the 
freight locomotive to the same cut off 
as the passenger locomotive we have a 
maximum exhaust port opening of only 
1XA in. This maximum port opening is 
only maintained for a few inches of the 
stroke, and it is easy to understand that 
when this port opening begins to narrow 
down it will form quite a choke for the 
exhaust, at a high piston speed, and will 
build up quite a little compression before 
the closure point is reached.

We all realize that a locomotive ex
haust has to be choked to a certain ex
tent, to obtain a high velocity jet up the 
stack, which will induce a proper draft 
through the grates, but this choking 
should be done by the exhaust pipe tip 
and not by the valve. Any choking 
which is effected by a correct exhaust 
pipe tip can build up but very little 
back pressure in the cylinder, whereas 
the throttling of the exhaust by the valve 
builds up considerable back pressure, 
and its effect on the draft is only detri
mental. The area of the bore of the ex
haust pipe tip on the passenger locomo
tive under consideration is about 23 sq. 
in., and on the freight locomotive 29 sq. 
in., and the valve displacement necessary 
to give a port opening equal to the area 
of the tip will be approximately 11/16 
in. for the Pacific locomotive, and % 
in. for the mikado. This 11/16 in. port 
opening you can see from the diagram 
is maintained for 53% of the stroke on 
the Pacific locomotive, but on the mikado 
the % in. port opening is only maintained 
for 36% of the stroke when notched up 
to the same cut off as the Pacific. When 
the mikado is running at a 50% cut off, 
which is approximately her running po
sition, the % in. exhaust port opening is 
maintained for 58% of the stroke, which 
compares favorably with the Pacific. I 
think that this gives us the chief reason 
why the Pacific setting is found to be 
more suitable for high speeds and short 
cut offs, while the mikado setting is bet
ter on the slower speeds and long cut 
offs.

We will now sum up the chief differ
ences between passenger and freight lo- 
motive settings, and as far as possible 
the reasons for the variation. The pas
senger locomotive has a greater lead, 
which gives an unrestricted supply of 
steam to the cylinder at the beginning 
of the stroke, and reduces the wire
drawing of the steam at high piston 
speeds. It has also the effect of increas
ing the exhaust port opening, which we 
will at once realize when we consider 
that the exhaust port opening at the end 
of the stroke must always be equal to 
the sum of the steam lap, plus the lead, 
plus the exhaust clearance, so that the 
greater any of these three properties 
are, the greater by that amount is the 
exhaust port opening at the end of the 
stroke. The freight locomotive has a 
smaller lead, in order to get a slightly 
later cut off, which will increase the


